Kelch-like proteins: Physiological functions and relationships with diseases.
Kelch-like gene family members (KLHLs) encode proteins with a bric-a-brac, tramtrack, broad complex (BTB)/poxvirus and zinc finger (POZ) domain, a BACK domain, and six Kelch motifs, which frequently interact with Cullin3 to form E3 ligase complexes that mediate the ubiquitination of substrate proteins. In recent years, studies have revealed that mutations and abnormal expression of KLHLs are closely related to the pathogenesis of various human diseases. Increasing evidence has shown that Kelch-like protein family members (KLHLs) exert important biological functions through the ubiquitination of specific substrates. This review provides an overview of the identified substrates of different KLHLs, summarizes the current knowledge of KLHLs and discusses the biological functions of KLHLs in different diseases.